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The demonetization move in India is aimed to make the economy much stronger and eliminate the parallel 
cash economy which is unaccounted and untaxed. While this can impact the GDP negatively in the short 
term, it should have positive long term consequences. 

However, the service sector, which dominates economic activity and involves a sizable chunk of cash 
transactions, will likely be hit the hardest. Real estate is expected to be one of the worst-hit sectors because 
of the demonetisation move as cash forms a major component in most transactions in the sector. It is 
predicted that the land and property prices, particularly that of luxury houses could fall in the next three to six 
months. 

It is, however, believed that there is little room for any major price cuts in real estate due to rising input costs, 
and also given that property prices in key markets have remained stagnant due to a three-year slowdown in 
the real estate sector.

Banks are now awash with money following demonetisation as customers deposited tonnes of cash, home 
loan rates are likely to come down in the coming months, helping push property sales. Customers who were 
in “wait and watch mode” may now become more active and take advantage of the short term price benefits 
to their favor.
We believe property prices are not likely to reduce sharply as predicted, as the sales drop would be a 
temporary one. Most of the first-time homebuyers fund their purchase from home loans. Thanks to 
demonetization, home loan rates are expected to drop down and even EMIs will be considerably lowered. 
This will make homes more affordable for buyers and help to broaden the home loan market. As liquidity in 
banks improves, they will be compelled to lend aggressively. To do that, banks will have to lower interest 
rates further which will, in turn, definitely help real estate to come back to its main track.

In some parts of the country, developers were more focused on offering solutions in the premium and upper-
mid range segments, since they expected high demand in this space. However, there has instead been a 
visible shift in demand from big ticket purchases mostly led by investors, to purchases by end-user 
customers, who now constitute majority of aspiring home buyers. As a result of this, builders are increasingly 
shifting their attention to the affordable housing segment. Post demonetozation it is expected a boom in 
affordable housing driven by end-user customers with a broader base of home loan aspirants. 

Demonetization will shift the real estate dealings through banking channels, cutting out the need for brokers 
who raise the price of certain properties to exorbitant rates. Demonetization will not only bring down the land 
and property prices but also make it more reasonable and justified. 

Demonetization, thus, will not make property prices to be cheap, rather it will bring more affordability, 

accessibility, transparency and above all value for money to prospective home buyers.

“We believe that the housing market will experience a lull in the 
short term, as these developments will take their toll. Homebuyers 
can expect property prices to come down in certain pockets, which 
would provide an opportunity for them to make their move. 
However, in a market like Kolkata where majority of house buying 
activities are driven by end-user customers rather than investors, 
property prices are unlikely to be affected much due to 
demonetization”.

CMD’s Desk
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A studio apartment is a newer concept which is rapidly gaining popularity across the globe. Studio apartments 

are simply a smart way of living especially for the future hi-tech, eco-conscious generation coming up. If you're 

single or starting out as a newlywed couple, give a sleek, studio apartment a try.
 Studio apartments, also known as a bachelor-style apartment, efficiency apartment or a studio flat are small 
and self-contained units, with sizes ranging from 300-500 sq ft. Efficiency apartment is the perfect term for a 
studio apartment as a single unit of a flat contains all the essential rooms found in an apartment without any 
barrier of walls or divisions, giving you all the creative freedom. A typical studio apartment is known to feature 
an area for sleeping, a living area and a kitchen area. The only separate room with a door in a studio apartment 
is the bathroom with a number of closets. These units are a lot cheaper than traditional apartments and 
possess their own distinct benefits and drawbacks.
Besides the inexpensive price or rent, studio apartments are known to have lower utility bills than typical 
apartments. This is because the studio apartments are small in size and more efficient. It costs less to cool 
them and the electricity bills of the studio apartments are also lower because the entire unit may be 
illuminated with a single light placed in a strategic location.
In India, a growing working class wants affordable and manageable houses. Over the past few years, studio 
apartments have been cropping up in metro cities. According to industry estimates, about 1.2 million sq ft or 
15,000 studio apartments are expected to be completed in the next few years. Most property developers 
include a certain number of studio apartments in their projects because these, along with 1-BHK flats, are 
usually the first to be bought and, therefore, generate instant working capital for them.
Studio apartments, however, possess their own distinct benefits and drawbacks. Such apartments are best for 
singletons or couples. Most people who start working or those who have recently got married can't afford to 
buy big apartments, especially in metro cities, where housing is expensive. For such people, a studio 
apartment is a good option, particularly if they spend most of their time at work. It's even better if they buy 
one near their workplace as it helps them save on transportation cost. Usually, young people want to stay in an 
affordable place and sell it when they move to a different city for work. These flats also work for parents whose 
children are pursuing higher education and may otherwise have to stay in a hostel.
Besides the low price, another obvious advantage is that the registration charge and stamp duty for such 
houses is less. 
A studio apartment can be a good investment if you are a newbie or conservative investor wary of putting your 
money in equity or mutual funds. Most Indians consider real estate a safe investment option, so buying a 
studio apartment, for which you need to pay a home loan EMI of Rs 6,000-10,000, can be a feasible choice.
Even if you move to a bigger house later on, it guarantees a rental income. Alternatively, you could sell the flat 
and use the sale proceeds to make a down payment for a second house. These houses are easy to sell as the 
demand for smaller apartments is always higher than those for larger ones. Studio apartments are an 
attractive option for real estate investors because of the high capital appreciation and good rentals they offer. 
Studio apartments in business centres, such as Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore, Gurgaon or Kolkata are in big 
demand. These apartments have witnessed a capital appreciation of 15-20% a year in the past 4-5 years.
While buying a studio apartment, the most important aspect to consider is location. It should be near a 
workplace hub as this will guarantee a steady stream of tenants or buyers. Studio apartments are in prime 
demand in and around central business districts and IT centre.
Another good option is if it's close to a major medical hub or hospital, as the families of most people who have 
to undergo long treatments prefer to live in a studio apartment rather than shell out money for expensive hotel 
rooms. A wise option is to opt for a project in an area which has good connectivity and where new industries 
are being set up. Find out if any major government projects are coming up as this will enhance the resale value 
of your house. People with low budget can look at studio apartments as a viable option, as it's a wise choice. 
Investing in studio apartments at holy, scenic or strategic localities will reap good benefits for the buyer.

Studio Apartment 
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Mr. Anwar Azim, CMD, Lord Group,

Represented the Company at the Foundation Stone 

Laying Ceremony for ASSOCHAM House at Salt Lake 

on 22 November 2016 at JW Marriot, Kolkata

Mr. Anwar Azim, CMD, Lord Group, 

is included as a member of the 

prestigious “IGBC, Core Committee, 

Kolkata Chapter” at  their Meeitng 

held on 25 November 2016 at 

Kolkata.
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LORD GROUP
Registered & Corporate Office :
71/9, TOPSIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA- 700 046
PHONE: +91 33 3057 6575 / 6576, FAX: +91 33 3057 6577 
Email : sales@lordgroup.in, Website : www.lordgroup.in
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Disclaimer : The views expressed herein are not intended as recommendations and we assume no responsibility for any loss or damage, whatsoever.
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Lord City Sonarpur
Home Loan Provided By :

M.Sambhu Prasad         - 9422672748
Anup Das                       - 9433688893
Gautam Das                   - 9433402714
Biswajit Samaddar         - 9433886075

Ashok Kr. Mondal       - 8134073041
                                     033-2475 4659
                                     9432227646
Deepashree Mitra      - 9800125455
Rishi Dawn                 - 9639691506

Tamal Chakravarty        - 033-22277000
Shiva Shankar Behera  - 9007977695
                                      -033-6480 7448
Aditya Kr. Mishra           - 7483133303
Hemant Sagar               - 9088013933
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